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How nociceptive signals are processed within the spinal cord, and whether these signals
lead to behavioral signs of neuropathic pain, depends upon their relation to other events
and behavior. Our work shows that these relations can have a lasting effect on spinal plas-
ticity, inducing a form of learning that alters the effect of subsequent nociceptive stimuli.
The capacity of lower spinal systems to adapt, in the absence of brain input, is examined
in spinally transected rats that receive a nociceptive shock to the tibialis anterior muscle
of one hind leg. If shock is delivered whenever the leg is extended (controllable stimu-
lation), it induces an increase in flexion duration that minimizes net shock exposure. This
learning is not observed in subjects that receive the same amount of shock independent
of leg position (uncontrollable stimulation). These two forms of stimulation have a lasting,
and divergent, effect on subsequent learning: controllable stimulation enables learning
whereas uncontrollable stimulation disables it (learning deficit). Uncontrollable stimulation
also enhances mechanical reactivity. We review evidence that training with controllable
stimulation engages a brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)-dependent process that
can both prevent and reverse the consequences of uncontrollable shock. We relate these
effects to changes in BDNF protein and TrkB signaling. Controllable stimulation is also
shown to counter the effects of peripheral inflammation (from intradermal capsaicin). A
model is proposed that assumes nociceptive input is gated at an early sensory stage.This
gate is sensitive to current environmental relations (between proprioceptive and nocicep-
tive input), allowing stimulation to be classified as controllable or uncontrollable.We further
propose that the status of this gate is affected by past experience and that a history of
uncontrollable stimulation will promote the development of neuropathic pain.
Keywords: plasticity, instrumental conditioning, learning, spinal cord injury, nociception, BDNF, allodynia, recovery
of function
INTRODUCTION
In the absence of spinal injury, the processing of afferent pain
(nociceptive) signals within the spinal cord is regulated by the
brain through descending pathways (Sandkühler and Liu, 1998;
Gjerstad et al., 2001). In the presence of prolonged nociceptive
stimulation, these descending brain pathways can exert a protec-
tive effect that dampens neural excitability and, thereby, prevents
the sensitization of nociceptive mechanisms (central sensitization)
and the development of neuropathic pain (Davies et al., 1983;
Faden et al., 1988; Eaton et al., 1997; Hains et al., 2002). Spinal
cord injury (SCI) removes this protective effect, allowing spinal
systems to react in an unbridled way to on-going afferent input. In
the absence of the brain’s oversight, how nociceptive signals impact
spinal systems will depend upon intrinsic mechanisms. We will
show that these intraspinal systems are tuned to detect whether
the nociceptive signal is related to the performance of a particular
response (controllable stimulation) and that allowing behavioral
control can engage processes that exert a protective/restorative
effect that helps to ameliorate the effect of spinal injury. Con-
versely, a lack of behavioral control can enhance the adverse effect
of nociceptive stimulation and promote the development of neu-
ropathic pain, an issue that is discussed in our companion paper
(Ferguson et al., under review). Here we focus on the processes that
underlie the abstraction of behavioral control and the mechanisms
that underlie its long-term benefit.
Because this work relies on concepts developed within the field
of learning, we will first provide an overview of some essential
concepts in learning and their application to spinal cord plastic-
ity and behavioral rehabilitation. We will then discuss evidence
that a nociceptive stimulus has divergent effects depending upon
whether it is controllable (response-contingent) or uncontrol-
lable (non-contingent). We will present evidence that a history
of behavioral control can reduce the adverse effects of nociceptive
stimulation and counter the development of neuropathic pain. We
will conclude by reviewing evidence that the beneficial effect of
controllable stimulation depends on brain-derived neurotrophic
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factor (BDNF) and will present a model that integrates these
observations. We propose that behavioral control acts to gate how
afferent nociceptive signals are processed, and that this determines
whether the stimulus has an adaptive or maladaptive effect.
LEARNING AND REHABILITATION
Our work is guided by an understanding of how systems adapt
(i.e., how they learn) in the intact organism. Learning from this
perspective represents a form of plasticity, where the effect of a
stimulus (S), a response (R), or an outcome (O), depends upon
whether the event (the S, R, or O) has previously occurred and
its relation to other events (Domjan, 2010). Within this struc-
ture, learning is thought of as a process, a mechanism that detects
and encodes on-going events and their relation to past experience.
Memory represents the preservation of this information over time.
Within this rubric, we use the term outcome to refer to stim-
ulus events that follow a R. If instituting a relationship between a
particular R and an O brings about a change in the R, the under-
lying process is sometimes referred to as reinforcement and the O
a reinforcer. For example, if a rat is placed in a situation wherein
pressing a bar yields a food pellet, the bar-press corresponds to
the R and the food is the O. If this contingency brings about an
increase in responding, it is commonly said that the presentation
of food reinforced bar pressing behavior.
A potential source of confusion stems from the fact that an O is
a stimulus event and, when its stimulus properties (e.g., intensity,
duration) are of concern, may be referred to as such. But more
often, the term S is used to refer to events that signal whether a
particular R-O relation is in effect or to stimulus events that occur
irrespective of any particular behavioral R. For example, presenta-
tion of a S alone might bring about a reduction (habituation) or
increase (sensitization) in the behavioral R elicited by the S. Alter-
natively, interposing a relationship between two stimuli [usually
called the conditioned stimulus (CS) and unconditioned stimu-
lus (US)] can bring about a change in the response elicited by
the CS [the conditioned response (CR)], a phenomenon known as
Pavlovian (classical) conditioning. Finally, a S can indicate whether
a particular R-O relation is in effect, in which case the S may be
referred to as a discriminative stimulus (SD).
Past work has shown that spinal mechanisms exhibit habit-
uation, sensitization, and are sensitive to CS-US relations (for
reviews, see Patterson, 2001; Patterson and Grau, 2001). Here we
focus on an alternative form of learning, instrumental condition-
ing. Learning theorists have traditionally classified behavioral phe-
nomena on the basis of methodology (Grau and Joynes, 2005a).
From this view, single stimulus learning (habituation and sensiti-
zation) and Pavlovian conditioning depend solely upon the history
of stimulus events encountered; a behavioral response may be used
as an index of learning, but is not relevant to the environmen-
tal relations that produce the learning. In contrast, instrumental
learning depends upon the temporal relationship between a behav-
ioral response and an environmental outcome, the R-O relation
(Grau, 2010). For instrumental learning, the response is central – if
establishing a contingency between a particular R (whether simple
or complex) has a lasting, neurally mediated, effect on behavior,
the methodology involves instrumental learning. We focus on this
form of learning because, from past work, it was not clear whether
isolated spinal mechanisms could exhibit this type of learning and
because instrumental learning would seem especially relevant to
behavioral rehabilitation after SCI.
A key question at this juncture is: why focus on learning? How
is this relevant to the recovery of function after SCI? To under-
stand the importance of learning, consider the primary aim of
behavioral rehabilitation – to “retrain” the injured system. At its
heart, behavioral rehabilitation involves a set of tasks designed to
promote the performance of behaviors that will enhance function
and the patient’s well being. To the extent that these procedures
yield a lasting effect, they involve a form of learning, and to the
extent this learning depends on having experienced a particular
R-O relation, they involve instrumental conditioning. The import
of these observations is enhanced by the recognition that behav-
ioral rehabilitation remains the most effective treatment for the
restoration of function after injury.
Learning will likely also prove essential to medical treatments
designed to foster neural growth to bridge an injury, because
encouraging axon elongation is only part of the story. Once the
injury is spanned, the pattern of synaptic connectivity must be
tuned to promote adaptive processes and avoid maladaptive out-
comes (e.g., neuropathic pain). Just as experience helps to shape
the pattern of connectivity during development, rewiring spinal
circuits will require procedures that promote adaptive learning.
SPINALLY MEDIATED LEARNING
Our claim is that behavioral rehabilitation has a lasting effect
because it encourages a form of learning and that this process
occurs, in part, within the spinal cord. In subsequent sections, we
bolster this claim with physiological and pharmacological stud-
ies examining the underlying mechanisms. As we will see, this
work suggests that behavioral control may gate nociceptive signals
within the dorsal spinal cord and thereby determine whether stim-
ulation has an adaptive or maladaptive effect. But before we get
there, we need to reinforce our central claim – that spinal mech-
anisms can support learning. Addressing past issues has required
a detailed behavioral analysis, providing evidence of learning and
uncovering some key features of the underlying processes. Indeed,
our work turns the usual analysis of instrumental behavior on its
head, shifting the focus from the behavioral response (the conse-
quence of learning) to processes related to the sensory cues. Along
the way, we will note the implications of this analysis for behav-
ioral rehabilitation and address some issues in terminology that
have led to confusion and controversy.
HABITUATION, SENSITIZATION, AND PAVLOVIAN CONDITIONING
It is well recognized that spinal systems can exhibit some basic
forms of learning (Patterson and Grau, 2001). The focus in these
studies has typically been on the functional capacities of the lower
(lumbosacral) spinal cord and the central issue is: To what extent
can neurons within this region support learning in the absence
of input from the brain? To address this issue, researchers typi-
cally sever neural communication with the brain by means of a
mid-level (thoracic) transection. After this spinal injury, spinally
mediated learning can be studied using stimuli applied to the
hind limbs or tail. Because nociceptive reflexes remain intact,
and provide a means for monitoring the behavioral consequences
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of stimulation, many studies use stimuli that engage nociceptive
fibers. Of course, because ascending sensory fibers have been cut,
subjects perceive no pain.
Research using spinally transected animals has established that
spinal systems can support single stimulus learning and provided
the foundation for the dual-process model of habituation and
sensitization (Groves and Thompson, 1970). Though motivated
by different concerns, recent work has extended these observa-
tions to demonstrate that afferent nociceptive signals can cause a
lasting increase in neural excitability within the spinal cord (cen-
tral sensitization). This sensitization enhances reactivity to tactile
stimulation and is thought to contribute to the development of
neuropathic pain (Woolf, 1983; Willis, 2001; Latremoliere and
Woolf, 2009). The neurochemical systems that support this plas-
ticity have much in common with the machinery that underlies
brain-dependent learning and memory within the hippocampus
(Sandkühler, 2000; Ji et al., 2003).
There is also considerable evidence that spinal mechanisms are
sensitive to S–S (Pavlovian) relations (Patterson, 2001). In these
studies, the stimuli are applied to dermatomes below a complete
spinal transection. A common finding (Fitzgerald and Thomp-
son, 1967; Patterson et al., 1973; Beggs et al., 1985; Durkovic,
1986, 2001; Grau et al., 1990; Illich et al., 1994; Joynes and Grau,
1996) is that the physiological/behavioral response elicited by one
stimulus (CS) depends upon whether it has been paired with a
noxious input (the US) generated using electrical stimulation at
an intensity that engages nociceptive fibers. These studies high-
light a common feature within this literature – that spinal learning
is often studied using nociceptive stimulation/reflexes. For this
reason, the work details a form of nociceptive plasticity.
It has been known for decades that spinal mechanisms exhibit
single stimulus (a.k.a. non-associative) learning and Pavlov-
ian conditioning (Fitzgerald and Thompson, 1967; Groves and
Thompson, 1970). Yet, the initial acceptance of this work was
tempered by an intellectual climate that saw“true”learning as asso-
ciative in nature – as reflecting the de novo linking of two arbitrarily
paired events. Much has changed in the ensuing years. Researchers
found that invertebrates, with neural assemblies far simpler than
that found within the spinal cord, also exhibit a range of learning
phenomena (Sahley and Crow, 1998). This behavioral work laid
the foundation for uncovering the neurobiological mechanisms
involved in learning, in both invertebrates and vertebrates (Kan-
del and Schwartz, 1982; Pittenger and Kandel, 2003). Concurrent
studies revealed that learning is often biologically prepared, tuned
by the organism’s evolutionary history (Timberlake and Lucas,
1989; Timberlake, 1999). If both a taste and a visual cue (the CSs)
are paired with illness (the US), rats acquire an aversion to the taste
but not the visual cue (Garcia et al., 1989). If shock is used as the
US, these relations are reversed. Recognizing that learning is often
prepared is important because demonstrations of learning within
the spinal cord, and in invertebrates, routinely take advantage
of pre-existing response tendencies. At the same time, our view
of what constitutes learning expanded to include non-associative
effects (e.g., Domjan, 2010). Indeed, on closer analysis, we now rec-
ognize that true associative learning may be the exception, rather
than the rule (Grau and Joynes, 2005a,b); in most Pavlovian para-
digms, the CS has some capacity to elicit a CR-like response prior to
its being paired with the US. Within this broader modern context,
evidence of habituation, sensitization, and Pavlovian conditioning
demonstrate that spinal systems can learn.
INSTRUMENTAL CONDITIONING
What has proven more controversial is whether spinal neurons are
sensitive to R-O (instrumental) relations (discussed in Grau et al.,
1998, 2006). To explore this issue, researchers have typically used
a variant of the Horridge (1962) procedure. Rats undergo a spinal
transection and, after a recovery period, are placed in an opaque
tube where they can comfortably rest with their hind limbs hang-
ing freely (Figure 1A). With this apparatus, leg position can be
monitored by taping a contact electrode to one hind paw. When
the tip of this electrode contacts an underlying salt solution, it
completes a circuit, providing a binary measure of whether the
leg is extended or flexed. Shock is applied through electrodes that
stimulate the tibialis anterior muscle at an intensity that elicits a
flexion response. With this apparatus, a R-O relation can be insti-
tuted by administering leg-shock whenever the leg is extended,
and terminating shock when the leg is flexed.
To examine whether the R-O relation matters, researchers often
include a second group that receives shock independent of leg posi-
tion. This is accomplished by experimentally coupling (yoking) a
subject that has behavioral control (the master rat) to a second
subject (the yoked rat) that receives shock at the same time and for
the same duration as the master. For the yoked rat, shock occurs
in a non-contingent (uncontrollable) manner.
Using this paradigm, early researchers showed that stimula-
tion of the tibialis anterior muscle yielded different behavioral
outcomes in master versus yoked subjects, and from this it was sug-
gested that spinal systems are capable of instrumental conditioning
(Buerger and Fennessy, 1970; Buerger and Chopin, 1976; Chopin
and Buerger, 1976). This claim was soon challenged (Church and
Lerner, 1976; Church, 1989) and, as a result, the standard dogma
remained – that instrumental learning requires a brain. In retro-
spect, the difficulties here stemmed from two sources. The first
concerned some methodological issues. The second concerned an
over-statement of the results based, in part, on some confusion in
terminology (e.g., operant versus instrumental conditioning).
Regarding methodology, some of the issues arose because the
research crosses interdisciplinary boundaries. Those performing
the studies were generally trained in physiology and neuroscience
while the critics were typically trained in experimental psychology
and learning theory. Each area naturally brings field-specific con-
cerns regarding the relative importance of different experimental
variables. Having demonstrated the basic phenomenon, the phys-
iologists sought to study the underlying neurobiological mech-
anisms whereas the learning theorists sought a more thorough
analysis of the phenomenon. The latter raised concerns regard-
ing group size, experimental controls, non-standardized training
regimes, and statistical analyses. While we acknowledge the merit
of these criticisms, they can be readily addressed.
More problematic than these methodological issues was the
realization that the master-yoke paradigm could generate behav-
ioral differences in the absence of instrumental learning (Church
and Lerner, 1976). The difficulty is that a reactive model, a mechan-
ical (robotic) system that does not encode the R-O relation, can
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FIGURE 1 | Apparatus and measures used to study instrumental
learning in spinally transected rats. (A) Leg position is monitored by
means of a contact electrode that is taped to the rat’s paw. When the
electrode touches the underlying salt solution, it completes a circuit that is
monitored by a computer. Applying leg-shock elicits a flexion response that
lifts the contact electrode and breaks the circuit. (B) The response
measures derived from leg position over time. Rats given controllable
shock receive a shock when the contact electrode falls and touches the
underlying solution. This elicits a flexion response that lifts the contact
electrode and breaks the circuit, whereupon shock is terminated, the
duration of solution contact is recorded, and response number is
incremented by one. Yoked animals receive shock independent of leg
position and the same criteria are used to monitor time in solution and
response number. Adapted from Grau et al. (1998).
produce differential behavior in master and yoked subjects. To
see the problem, consider the performance of the yoked rat. If
we assume some variability in the rate at which the shocked
leg falls, the yoked rat’s leg would reach the underlying solu-
tion first roughly half the time. On these trials, the leg will
remain extended (touching the solution) until the master rat’s
leg is extended, whereupon both subjects receive a shock that
elicits a flexion response. Notice that the behavioral contingency
effectively drives the master rat’s leg up whenever it is extended,
minimizing solution contact relative to the yoked subject and, as
a result, a master-yoke difference would emerge in the absence of
any learning (for additional details, see Grau et al., 1998, 2006).
Because earlier results could be generated by a reactive model, the
claim that spinal neurons can support instrumental learning was
rejected.
Recognizing these pitfalls, we adopted an alternative measure
of learning: flexion duration (Grau et al., 1998). Imagine that,
while standing, you experienced a shock to one leg whenever that
leg was extended. You would soon learn to maintain your leg in
a flexed position, recognizing that, if you allowed it to fall, you
would be punished by the presentation of another shock. Likewise,
if spinal neurons are sensitive to the R (extension)-O (shock) rela-
tion, subjects should exhibit an increase in flexion duration. In our
laboratory, we quantify changes in flexion (response) duration by
breaking the 30 min training session into 1 min bins. Within each
time bin (i), mean response (flexion) duration is computed for
each subject using the following formula:
R esponse durationi = (60 s− time in solutioni)
flexion numberi + 1 .
Importantly, the reactive model suggested by Church and his
colleagues does not anticipate that training with controllable stim-
ulation will lead to an increase in flexion duration (Grau et al.,
1998). Indeed, if anything, the higher response rate observed in
a mechanical master rat should generate shorter flexion duration
scores (relative to the yoked control).
Using response duration as our measure of learning, we exam-
ined whether spinal neurons are sensitive to response-outcome
relations. Rats underwent a spinal transection and were set-up
in the apparatus illustrated in Figure 1A. The behavioral response
was monitored as illustrated in Figure 1B. In an effort to standard-
ize the training protocol, and because preliminary data suggested
that failures to learn were related to variation in initial flexion
force, we adjusted shock intensity to equate flexion force across
subjects at the start of training. To address other methodologi-
cal issues, we standardized other aspects of the training regime
(e.g., the duration of training/testing session), used adequate
and equal sample sizes, full factorial designs coupled and rigor-
ous statistical techniques. Under these conditions, we found that
master, but not yoked, rats exhibited a progressive increase in
flexion duration (Figure 2). Interestingly, whether learning was
observed depended upon the intensity of the nociceptive stim-
ulation (Grau et al., 1998). If the stimulation was too weak,
subjects soon habituated. If the stimulus was very intense, the
master rats responded in a mechanical (robotic) manner and
generated data that was consistent with a reactive model. These
intensity-dependent effects suggest that, in clinical application,
training parameters will need to be individually adjusted to an
intensity sufficient to maintain behavioral performance without
over-stimulating the system.
The claim of instrumental learning implies a form of mem-
ory – that the experience has a lasting effect on behavior. If a
behavioral contingency simply drives performance to a particu-
lar endpoint, and its effect disappears as soon as the contingency
is removed, there is no learning. To demonstrate learning, we
must show that the experience has an effect that is preserved
over time and is evident when subjects are tested under common
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FIGURE 2 | Impact of training on response duration. Spinally transected
rats received controllable shock (Master), uncontrollable shock (Yoked), or
nothing (Unshocked). Master rats exhibited a progressive increase in
response (flexion) duration across the 30 min of training. Yoked rats, that
received an equal amount of shock independent of limb position, did not
exhibit an increase in response duration. Adapted from Grau et al. (1998).
conditions (Rescorla, 1988). We addressed this issue by re-equating
flexion force [to minimize the contribution of peripheral factors
(e.g., muscle fatigue) and single stimulus learning (e.g., habit-
uation)] and re-tested subjects with response-contingent shock
(Grau et al., 1998). Previously untreated animals (Unshocked)
exhibited a progressive increase in flexion duration when tested
with controllable stimulation (Figure 3A). Rats that had under-
gone training with controllable shock (Master) exhibited some
savings and re-acquired the behavior somewhat faster. Surpris-
ingly, rats that previously received uncontrollable shock (Yoked)
failed to learn when tested with controllable stimulation, exhibit-
ing a learning deficit reminiscent of the behavioral phenomenon
learned helplessness (Maier and Seligman, 1976). Importantly, this
learning deficit was not due to a failure to respond. Indeed, rats that
had previously received uncontrollable shock exhibited the highest
rate of responding (Figure 3B). Thus, yoked rats repeatedly expe-
rienced the response-outcome contingency, but failed to exhibit
an increase in response duration. It seems that prior exposure to
uncontrollable stimulation disabled an essential component of the
learning process.
SHOCK ONSET REINFORCES LEARNING: MECHANISTIC IMPLICATIONS
The data presented thus far support the contention that spinal
mechanisms are sensitive to R-O relations. To bolster this conclu-
sion, we sought converging evidence that the R-O relation matters.
According to Church (1964), this issue can be addressed by exper-
imentally manipulating the temporal relationship between the R
and the O. If the R-O relation matters, then degrading this rela-
tionship by inserting a temporal gap should disrupt learning. The
implicit assumption here is that learning depends on R-O conti-
guity. As we will see, addressing this issue not only uncovers the
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FIGURE 3 |Testing under common conditions. (A) Subjects that had
previously received training with controllable shock (Master), uncontrollable
shock (Yoked), or nothing (Unshocked), were tested for 30 min with
response-contingent leg-shock. Previously trained rats (Master) exhibited a
savings effect that facilitated learning relative to the Unshocked controls.
Subjects that had previously received uncontrollable shock (Yoked) did not
exhibit an increase in flexion duration (our index of learning) when tested
with controllable shock. (B) This learning deficit was not due to a failure to
respond. Yoked rats exhibited the highest rate of responding and, as a
result, repeatedly experienced the response-outcome (R-O) relation.
Adapted from Grau et al. (1998).
effective reinforcer, it also informs our model of the underlying
process.
To disrupt response-outcome contiguity, we simply delayed
both the onset and offset of shock (Grau et al., 1998). For exam-
ple, for subjects assigned to the 100 ms delay condition, shock did
not come on until 100 ms after the contact electrode touched the
solution and the shock remained on for an additional 100 ms after
the leg was lifted (Figure 4A). Other groups received training with
a 0, 50, or 200 ms delay. We found that delaying shock onset and
offset by 100 ms or more eliminated learning (Figure 4B).
Next, we examined whether learning was reinforced by shock
onset or offset (Grau et al., 1998). Do subjects exhibit an increase
in response duration because a downward movement initiates the
shock (in behavioral terms, a form of punishment) or because an
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FIGURE 4 | Relative contribution of shock onset versus offset to
learning. (A) Illustration of the manipulations used to explore the impact of
delaying shock onset or offset. For each training condition, the onset
(up-tick) and offset (down-tick) of shock are indicated over time. It was
assumed that, in the absence of a delay (No Delay), shock duration would
be approximately 80 ms (Crown et al., 2002b). A downward response
(solution contact) and up response are indicated by the down (blue) and up
(green) arrows, respectively. The panel illustrates the effect of delaying both
onset and offset (Both Delayed), or delaying just onset (Onset Delayed) or
offset (Offset Delayed). (B) Delaying both shock onset and offset by 100 ms
(Continued)
FIGURE 4 | Continued
disrupted instrumental learning. (C) Delaying onset, but not offset, by
100 ms disrupted learning. (D) A theoretical account of the underlying
processes. It is assumed that proprioceptive cues (P) provide an afferent
signal of limb position. In instrumental training, shock onset (the effective
reinforcer) always occurs at the same position (e.g., P6). We suggest that
the index of limb position (P6) can function as a Pavlovian conditioned
stimulus (CS) and that shock onset may act as an unconditioned stimulus
(US). As a result of the CS-US pairing, the CS (P6) may acquire the capacity
to elicit a flexion response (the conditioned response, CR). (B,C) Adapted
from Grau et al. (1998).
upward movement turns off the shock (escape) (Domjan, 2010)?
To examine these issues, we independently delayed shock onset
and offset by 100 ms (Figure 4A). When offset alone was delayed,
it had no effect on learning (Figure 4C). When onset was delayed,
learning was disrupted. What this suggests is that it is a misnomer
to refer to the behavior observed in this paradigm as “escape learn-
ing.” Indeed, it is tempting to speculate that escape learning may
require more sophisticated (brain-dependent) neural systems.
What we did not fully appreciate when we first described these
results is that they have implications regarding the mechanisms
that underlie the detection of behavioral control. The findings sug-
gest that the abstraction of behavioral control is linked to events
that occur at the onset of the nociceptive stimulus. To see why
this is important, consider how the master and yoked rats dif-
fer. Only the master rat receives shock when the leg reaches a
specific position. The yoked rat receives the same shock, but it
occurs independent of leg position. For this difference to matter,
spinal systems must register more than shock onset. The sys-
tem must also have an index of leg position, which we assume
is provided by proprioceptive cues. For master rats, shock onset
always occurs in the presence of the same cue (leg angle) and
our behavioral data suggest that this has special significance –
it generates a limb specific increase in flexion duration. Fur-
ther, for a nociceptive stimulus to have a greater impact when
it is given in the presence of a constant proprioceptive cue, the
system must have a way of tracking the regularity of this rela-
tionship. The system must have a way of encoding (tagging)
the leg angle/position at which shock occurred on the previous
trial.
An issue that arises at this point is whether the effective code
(the index of leg position) is within the animal or built into
our apparatus. Have we effectively “tuned” our apparatus (Tim-
berlake and Lucas, 1989), so that all subjects are set-up with a
common angle, one that has special biological significance and
supports a shock-induced enhancement of flexion duration? Two
observations argue against this possibility. First, there is consider-
able variability across subjects in resting position (i.e., initial foot
angle). Second, as we will see later, it is possible to train rats using
a different (higher) leg position.
If controllability is tied to the relationship between an index of
leg position and shock onset, a lack of control would arise when
there is variability in this relationship. For yoked rats, a master
generated shock might occur while the yoked rat’s leg is up on one
trial and down on the next. Similarly, for master rats, interpos-
ing a delay in shock onset would introduce R-O variability and
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potentially entrain an inappropriate response (linked to a more
extended leg position that maintains solution contact).
These observations have important implications for how we
characterize the mechanisms that underlie instrumental learn-
ing. While it is natural to assume that R-O learning involves a
motoric effect, our analysis suggests that much of the work may
be accomplished on the sensory side – that behavioral control is
registered, based on the proprioceptive context in which the stim-
ulus occurs. If that context is constant, the stimulus is encoded
as controllable. If it varies, the stimulus is encoded as uncon-
trollable. From this view, early sensory systems may allow us to
directly perceive whether or not a stimulus is response-contingent
or non-contingent.
In introducing a cue (proprioceptive feedback), we open the
door to a seemingly new account of how spinal systems could
support instrumental learning. A signal indicative of leg position
could act like a Pavlovian CS which, when paired with the onset
of a nociceptive stimulus, acquires the capacity to drive a flexion
response (the CR; Figure 4D). From this view,after a shock-elicited
flexion is generated, the leg will begin to fall back to a relaxed posi-
tion. As the ankle approaches the angle at which shock occurs,
proprioceptive cues drive a motor response (flexion) that slows
the rate of descent, yielding an increase in response duration. Of
course, we are not the first to suggest that Pavlovian condition-
ing may contribute to instrumental learning. Indeed, decades ago
Konorski recognized that Pavlovian mechanisms could contribute
to instrumental behavior in a flexion paradigm (Konorski and
Miller, 1937; Konorski, 1948).
As a result of instrumental training, an active behavioral
response (increased flexion) is established. As we will see below, we
have established that intraspinal mechanisms mediate the process
of learning. We have not, however, specified how this process pro-
duces an increase in flexion duration (the memory); it could reflect
an intraspinal modification of motor neuron activity within the
ventral horn or a selective enhancement of the efferent output.
Nor do we know what constitutes the presumed proprioceptive
signal; it could be mediated by an index of the static angle or
a vector that describes a movement toward that angle. In either
case, our results suggest that a passive leg movement is suffi-
cient to generate the requisite signal, because an external force
(gravity) draws the leg downward. From the subject’s perspec-
tive, it should not matter whether the leg was moved by gravity,
the experimenter (or therapist), or a mechanical device – all that
should matter is that the onset of the nociceptive stimulus is regu-
larly paired with movement toward a particular leg position. This
suggests that, within the clinic, new instrumental behavior could
be established through a form of guided therapy, wherein move-
ment of the patient’s limb is regularly paired with the onset of
biologically significant (nociceptive) cue. Our work suggests that
the success of training will be modulated by temporal regularity
(i.e., strong response-outcome contiguity), the extent to which the
learning is biologically prepared, and whether prior experience
has engaged an intraspinal system that opposes (disables) new
learning.
We have suggested that a form of Pavlovian conditioning con-
tributes to instrumental behavior, and in so doing, have seemingly
blurred the distinction between these two forms of learning.
Indeed, the reader may wonder, if common mechanisms are at
work, why maintain separate terms? Here, and elsewhere, it is
clear that biological systems often rely on common elements to
subserve distinct functions. While this commonality simplifies our
analysis, more molar (behaviorally relevant) descriptions of how
the system operates retain explanatory value. At the level rele-
vant to behavioral rehabilitation, only instrumental conditioning
depends on the relationship between a particular response and an
outcome. The fact that R-O and S–S relations may be encoded
using similar biological machinery simplifies our analysis and
may suggest novel treatments. But from the experimenter’s and
patient’s perspective, the triggering events differ (a behavioral R
versus an external CS), and for this reason, the distinction still
holds sway.
RELATION TO OPERANT BEHAVIOR AND PASSIVE AVOIDANCE
(PUNISHMENT)
There is another theoretical implication of our analysis of spinal
learning that speaks to an earlier issue and criticisms of this line of
work. As noted above, the idea that spinal mechanisms can support
instrumental learning has been challenged. Yet, if given the mech-
anistic account provided above, we expect few would question
the claim. Why such a disconnect? At the heart of the problem, we
believe,was a casualness in the use of terms that mistakenly implied
a form of over-generalization. To see this, it is useful to con-
sider Skinner’s (1938) distinction between respondent and operant
behavior. Skinner suggested that respondent behavior is “elicited”
(reflexive in nature) whereas operant responses are “emitted.” In
the latter case, the organism could operate on its environment in
many ways and performance may be affected by a variety of rein-
forcers. Ideally, such behavior is relatively unprepared and flexible.
To the extent that this is true, we can arbitrarily decide to train any
one of a range of responses using a variety of reinforcers. On these
criteria, spinal learning will likely fail. We cannot arbitrarily train
an extension or flexion using the same outcome. Nor can we train
a given behavior using a variety of reinforcers. These limits arise
because spinal learning occurs within a highly prepared system,
in which the outcome elicits a defined response and our theo-
retical account evokes the language of Pavlovian conditioning.
In Skinner’s terminology, this represents a form of respondent
conditioning. We mention this because the terms instrumental
conditioning and operant learning are sometimes used as syn-
onyms. For both, performance depends on the R-O contingency,
but the historical roots (and presumed mechanisms) differ. While
the term operant was coined by Skinner to describe emitted behav-
ior, the term instrumental conditioning has its roots in the reflexive
tradition of Thorndike and Hull (Hillgard and Marquis, 1940),
who assumed reinforcers act by modifying S-R reflexes. What is
important here is that the term instrumental conditioning includes
examples of learning that involve a modification of reflexive behav-
ior, which Skinner would classify as a kind of respondent. The
implication is that instrumental conditioning represents a broader
term, that includes cases of R-O learning that are biologically pre-
pared (based on pre-existing reflexes) as well as instances that are
relatively unprepared. From this view, the term operant behavior
refers to a subcategory of instrumental conditioning and is best
applied to examples that seem non-respondent (non-reflexive) in
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nature (see Grau, 2010). Because spinally mediated instrumen-
tal conditioning involves the modification of a pre-existing reflex,
it would not (from our view) constitute an example of operant
behavior (Grau et al., 1998, 2006).
Various forms of instrumental conditioning can be classified
depending upon the nature of the O (appetitive versus aversive)
and whether the behavioral response causes the O to occur or
be omitted (Domjan, 2010). Above, we showed that the effective
O in our spinal preparation is shock onset. In behavioral terms,
this suggests that learning occurs because the initiating response
(a leg extension) is followed by shock, a form of punishment.
Punishment is a kind of passive avoidance, in which the onset of
a nociceptive stimulus brings about a decrease in a behavioral
response (the leg extending). In behavioral terms, this seems true.
But the description misses the fact that this learning must involve
more than an inhibition of a behavior (extension). It must also
involve an active process, in which an increase in flexion mag-
nitude reduces net shock exposure. This view mirrors a popular
account of punishment in intact subjects (Estes, 1944, 1969). Con-
sider a common paradigm in which rats are placed in a two-sided
chamber, with one side brightly lit while the other side is painted
black and dimly illuminated. Whenever the rat enters the dark
side, it receives a shock. Subjects soon learn not to enter the dark
chamber and, in behavioral terms, this reflects a kind of passive
avoidance. However, at a mechanistic level, an active process is
likely at work. Rats innately prefer the dark side of a chamber
and, as a result, have a tendency to enter that context. The dark
context (the CS) is then paired with shock (the US), establish-
ing a conditioned fear to the shocked environment that acts like
an invisible fence to repel the subject (Domjan, 2010). Here too,
what appears to reflect a behaviorally passive process (avoiding the
shocked chamber) is maintained by an active, stimulus-elicited,
physiological response (conditioned fear elicited by the shocked
context).
In summary, we have shown that spinal neurons are sensitive to
a R-O relation and provided evidence that this learning involves,
at a behavioral level, a form of passive avoidance (punishment) in
which the onset of a nociceptive cue reduces the probability of a
specific response (leg extension). At a mechanistic level, we sug-
gest that this process reflects the development of an active process
in which an afferent signal indicative of leg position acquires the
capacity to drive a flexion response. We assume that the system is
built to quickly detect such relations and, in this way, is biased (bio-
logically prepared) in favor of detecting control. Registering the
relationship between an index of position/movement and external
stimulation would allow the organism to, in a sense, directly per-
ceive control. This position is analogous to a Gibsonian account
of depth perception (Gibson, 1979), which showed how infor-
mation available within the two-dimensional signal detected by
the retina (e.g., texture gradients) could provide a cue for depth.
In many cases, no down-stream processing (e.g., the computa-
tion of binocular disparity) is needed – depth can be directly
perceived. Likewise, our account ties the detection of behavioral
control to sensory, rather than motor, systems. In terms of spinal
anatomy, our analysis suggests a shift in focus, from the ventral to
the dorsal horn.
UNCONTROLLABLE STIMULATION
The present review focuses on the consequences of controllable
stimulation – how behavioral control is detected and how it affects
spinal plasticity. A lack of behavioral control could theoretically
have no effect, beyond the unconditioned consequences of stim-
ulation per se. Our results suggest otherwise, that uncontrollable
stimulation engages an active cellular process that has a lasting
effect on spinal plasticity. This process is not neutral with respect to
instrumental learning, but instead, actively opposes it. The mech-
anisms that underlie this inhibitory effect are discussed in detail
in our companion article (Ferguson et al., under review; also see
Baumbauer et al., 2009b). Here, we provide a short overview focus-
ing on concepts relevant to the interaction between controllable
and uncontrollable stimulation.
To study the consequences of uncontrollable stimulation, and
the underlying neurobiological mechanisms, Crown et al. (2002b)
simplified our paradigm by developing a computer program that
emulated the variable shock sequence produced by a typical master
rat during the first 5–10 min of training. This program generates
brief (80 ms) shocks that occur at a variable interval with an aver-
age inter-stimulus interval (ISI) of 2 s. Using this program, Crown
et al. (2002b) showed that just 6 min of stimulation (approxi-
mately 180 shocks) inhibits instrumental learning for up to 48 h.
Additional studies showed that the induction of this effect requires
protein synthesis (Patton et al., 2004; Baumbauer et al., 2006).
Interestingly, uncontrollable intermittent shock to one hind leg
inhibits learning independent of whether subjects are tested on
the same (ipsilateral) or opposite (contralateral) leg (Joynes et al.,
2003). Indeed, uncontrollable intermittent shock applied to the
tail is just as effective (Crown et al., 2002b). These observations
suggest that a common system, within the spinal cord, underlies
the induction and maintenance of the learning deficit. Further
evidence for spinal mediation was obtained by cutting the sciatic
nerve prior to intermittent leg-shock (Joynes et al., 2003). When
sensory transmission was disrupted in this manner, leg-shock had
no effect on learning when subjects were tested on the contralateral
leg. Likewise, inactivating the spinal cord (using the Na+ channel
blocker lidocaine) prior to intermittent shock blocks the induction
of the deficit. The induction of the deficit can also be blocked by
the spinal application [an intrathecal (i.t.) injection] of an NMDA
receptor (NMDAR) antagonist (MK-801), a mGluR1 antagonist
(CPCCOEt), or a GABAA-R antagonist (bicuculline; Joynes et al.,
2004; Ferguson et al., 2006, 2008). Non-neuronal systems (glia
and cytokines) also contribute to the induction of the learning
deficit (Young et al., 2007; Vichaya et al., 2009; Huie et al., 2012a).
The expression of the deficit is blocked by both bicuculline and
pretreatment with an opioid antagonist (naltrexone or nor-BNI;
Ferguson et al., 2003; Joynes and Grau, 2004; Washburn et al.,
2008).
The fact that an opioid antagonist given prior to testing blocks
the expression of the learning deficit led us to hypothesize that
intermittent shock might inhibit learning because it induces
a lasting, opioid-dependent, inhibition of nociceptive process-
ing (antinociception). Indeed, we had previously shown that a
long-continuous tail-shock can induce a robust antinociception
[inferred from the inhibition of tail-withdrawal from a noxious
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thermal stimulus (the tail-flick test)] (Meagher et al., 1993). To
explore this possibility, Crown et al. (2002b) examined whether
exposure to 6 min of intermittent shock induces antinociception.
As a positive control, other spinally transected rats received 6 min
of continuous tail-shock. Continuous shock induced a robust
antinoception, but intermittent shock had no effect. Moreover,
when we then tested the capacity for instrumental learning, we
found that only intermittent stimulation impaired learning. Con-
tinuous shock to the tail not only failed to induce a deficit, it exerted
a protective effect that prevented the induction of the learning
deficit by intermittent leg-shock (Crown et al., 2002b).
To further explore how intermittent shock affects behav-
ioral reactivity, Ferguson et al. (2006) assessed responsiveness to
mechanical stimulation (von Frey stimuli) applied to the mid-
plantar surface of the hind paw. We found that intermittent shock
enhanced mechanical reactivity (EMR). EMR is of clinical interest
because it is generally assumed that the sensitization of nocicep-
tive circuits within the spinal cord affects both motor reactivity
and the signal relayed to the brain, causing a previously innocu-
ous stimulus to be “perceived” as painful (the clinical definition
of allodynia). While this working model has proven valuable, it
must be remembered that it is based on an assumed relation and
that further work will be needed to determine whether manip-
ulations that affect motor reactivity within an animal model
have a parallel effect on human pain. For these reasons, when
describing an increase in motor reactivity to tactile stimulation
in spinally transected rats, we will refer to it in behavioral terms
as EMR.
EMR is often observed after treatments that induce periph-
eral inflammation (e.g., intradermal application of formalin or
capsaicin) and has been linked to a lasting NMDAR-dependent
increase in neural excitability within the spinal cord (central sen-
sitization) and the development of neuropathic pain (Woolf and
Thompson, 1991; Coderre et al., 1993; Herrero et al., 2000). Per-
haps intermittent, uncontrollable, shock induces a similar effect. If
so, this could also explain the disruption in instrumental learning.
Within the hippocampus,diffusely saturating NMDAR-dependent
plasticity can block the induction of long-term potentiation (LTP)
within a selective pathway (Moser and Moser, 1999). Likewise,
inducing central sensitization could saturate NMDAR-mediated
plasticity within the spinal cord and thereby disrupt the acquisi-
tion of selective response modifications (instrumental learning). If
this hypothesis is true, then treatments that produce central sen-
sitization should inhibit instrumental learning. Supporting this,
Hook et al. (2008) showed that peripheral application of capsaicin
produces a dose-dependent inhibition of instrumental learning
(Figure 5).
In the uninjured state, descending systems normally exert a
protective effect that inhibits the induction of the learning deficit
(Crown and Grau, 2005). Supporting this, if intermittent shock is
given prior to a spinal transection, it has no effect on spinal learn-
ing. This protective effect appears to depend on serotonergic fibers
that descend through the dorsolateral funiculus (DLF). Crown and
Grau (2005) also demonstrated that bilateral lesions limited to the
DLF remove the brain-dependent protective effect. So too does i.t.
application of the serotonin 5-HT1A antagonist (WAY 100635).
Conversely, spinally transected animals given 5-HT, or the 5-HT1A
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FIGURE 5 | Peripheral inflammation from capsaicin treatment induces
a dose-dependent disruption in instrumental learning. Adapted from
Hook et al. (2008).
agonist 8-OH DPAT, prior to intermittent shock do not develop a
learning deficit.
Interestingly, this brain-dependent protective effect is not
observed in anesthetized rats. Supporting this, intact rats given
intermittent tail-shock while anesthetized with pentobarbital,
and then transected, exhibit a learning deficit (Washburn et al.,
2007). This suggests that noxious stimulation during surgery can
adversely affect spinal systems, to inhibit adaptive plasticity and
potentially promote the development of neuropathic pain.
In summary, we have shown that intermittent uncontrollable
shock induces a lasting inhibition of instrumental learning. This
deficit involves a NMDAR-dependent form of plasticity that may
be related to the induction of a central sensitization-like process.
Spinal injury allows this maladaptive process to develop by releas-
ing lower neural systems from a brain-dependent process that
counters the consequences of uncontrollable nociceptive stimula-
tion, possibly by dampening the development of over-excitation
and the induction of central sensitization.
CONTROLLABLE STIMULATION
Returning to the focus of the present paper, we will present
evidence that controllable stimulation engages a spinally medi-
ated process that has a protective/restorative effect and provide
evidence that this process depends on the neurotrophin BDNF.
BEHAVIORAL PROPERTIES
Recognizing that peripheral changes could contribute to instru-
mental performance, we first sought evidence that the change in
flexion duration (our index of learning) depended upon spinal
neurons. Again, we assessed the impact of disrupting the affer-
ent signal (by cutting the sciatic nerve) and inactivating the cord
(through i.t. application of lidocaine). After both manipulations,
subjects failed to learn (Crown et al., 2002a). Stimulation of
the tibialis anterior muscle still elicited a flexion response, but
response-contingent shock did not produce an increase in flexion
duration. Instead, subjects responded in a mechanical manner,
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with shock eliciting a robotic like response that often varied lit-
tle over time. The consistency of responding was, in some cases,
remarkable [e.g., varying less than 10% across consecutive train-
ing bins midway (min 16–20) through testing], seemingly affected
only by motor fatigue.
An interesting feature of the learning deficit is that uncontrol-
lable stimulation applied to one leg impairs learning when subjects
are tested on the contralateral limb, an observation that suggests
that uncontrollable stimulation induces a general change within
the lumbosacral spinal cord that undermines (disables) the capac-
ity for instrumental learning. Given this observation, Crown et al.
(2002a) looked at whether controllable stimulation might have the
opposite effect and act to enable learning. To examine this issue,
subjects received 30 min of training using our usual response cri-
terion, which submerged the contact electrode by 4 mm. We then
tested subjects on either the same or opposite leg with a higher
(8 mm) response criterion. Raising the criterion made the task
so difficult that untrained subjects failed to learn (Figure 6). But
subjects that had previously been trained with controllable shock
learned at this high criterion and this was true independent of
whether they were tested on the trained (ipsilateral) or untrained
(contralateral) leg. It appears that training with controllable stimu-
lation has an enabling effect that generally promotes instrumental
learning.
Given that controllable and uncontrollable stimulation appear
to impact spinal cord plasticity in an opposing manner, Crown
and Grau (2001) explored whether the two forms of stimulation
interact. Would, for example, prior training with controllable stim-
ulation have a protective effect that prevents the induction of the
learning deficit? To test this (see Table 1Ai), spinally transected
rats received 30 min of training with controllable shock (Master),
uncontrollable shock (Yoked), or nothing (Unshocked). Subjects
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FIGURE 6 | Prior training with controllable shock enables learning.
Spinally transected rats received instrumental training using a moderate
(4 mm contact electrode depth) and were then tested with
response-contingent shock applied to the pretrained (ipsilateral) or opposite
(contralateral) leg. Prior to testing, the task was made more difficult by
raising the response criterion to an electrode depth of 8 mm. Under these
conditions, previously untrained rats (Unshocked) failed to learn. Rats that
had received instrumental training were able to learn and this was true
irrespective of whether they were tested on the ipsilateral or contralateral
leg. Adapted from Crown et al. (2002a).
then received 6 min of variable intermittent tail-shock, which we
had previously shown produces a learning deficit (Crown et al.,
2002b). Finally, subjects were tested with response-contingent
shock applied to the untrained leg. As usual, subjects that had
received intermittent tail-shock alone failed to learn. This learning
deficit was not observed in rats that received controllable stimu-
lation prior to non-contingent tail-shock, suggesting that training
with controllable shock blocked the induction of the learning
deficit.
Crown and Grau (2001) also explored whether training with
controllable stimulation could have a restorative effect that rein-
states the capacity for learning after the deficit has been induced.
But how can we test this if uncontrollable stimulation disrupts
subsequent learning? To explore the therapeutic potential of con-
trollable stimulation, we needed a way of temporarily blocking
the expression of the learning deficit. Concurrent studies had
revealed that i.t. administration of an opioid antagonist (naltrex-
one) blocked the expression of the learning deficit (Joynes and
Grau, 2004). Perhaps, if we trained rats while the deficit was phar-
macologically blocked,behavioral training would have a long-term
restorative effect that would be evident 24 h later (after the drug
had cleared the system). The experimental design (Table 1Bi) was
roughly the mirror image of the one used to examine the protective
effect of controllable stimulation (Table 1Ai). First, we induced a
learning deficit by exposing rats to variable intermittent tail-shock.
Subjects then received an i.t. injection of naltrexone, followed by
30 min of training with controllable shock (Master), uncontrol-
lable shock (Yoked), or nothing (Unshocked). The next day, rats
were tested with controllable shock applied to the untrained leg.
Rats that received uncontrollable shock alone failed to learn, con-
firming that non-contingent shock induces a lasting deficit and
that the drug treatment per se had no long-term beneficial effect
on performance. Importantly, rats that received non-contingent
shock were able to learn when controllable stimulation was applied
immediately after naltrexone treatment, confirming that the drug
blocks the expression of the learning deficit. The critical question
was whether this training would have a lasting therapeutic effect
that would be evident the next day when subjects were tested in a
drug-free state. We found that it did, suggesting that training with
controllable stimulation can reverse the learning deficit.
Earlier, we described how manipulations that induce cen-
tral sensitization also impair instrumental learning. For example,
intradermal capsaicin (a TRPV1 receptor agonist) produces both
EMR and a lasting impairment of instrumental learning that is
observed when subjects are tested 24 h later on the untreated
(contralateral) leg (Hook et al., 2008). If capsaicin treatment
and uncontrollable stimulation impact spinal plasticity in the
same way, training with controllable stimulation should attenuate
the capsaicin-induced learning deficit. To examine this, spinally
transected rats received 30 min of training with controllable leg-
shock (Master), uncontrollable leg-shock (Yoked), or nothing
(Unshocked). Immediately after, they received an intradermal
injection of 3% capsaicin or its vehicle to the same leg. Hook et al.
(2008) then assessed mechanical reactivity (Figure 7A). In vehicle
treated rats, uncontrollable, but not controllable, shock-induced
EMR on the treated leg. Capsaicin produced a robust EMR in
both the Unshocked and Yoked groups on both the treated and
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Table 1 | Impact of instrumental training (i, ii, and iv), or an extended exposure to fixed spaced shock (iii and v), on the learning deficit and the
enhanced mechanical reactivity (EMR) induced by variable shock (i and iii) or capsaicin (iv and v) treatment.
A. PROTECTIVE EFFECT
Pretreatment Treatment Learning Tactile
i
Unshocked
Variable shock
Deficit EMR
Master Normal –
Yoked Deficit –
ii
Master + TrkB-IgG Variable shock Deficit –
BDNF Variable shock Normal Normal
iii
Fixed spaced shock
Variable shock
Normal –
Fixed spaced shock+TrkB-IgG Deficit –
iv
Unshocked
Peripheral capsaicin
Deficit EMR
Master Normal Normal
Yoked Deficit EMR
v Fixed spaced shock Peripheral capsaicin Normal Normal
B. RESTORATIVE EFFECT
Treatment Post treatment Learning Tactile
i Variable shock Naltrex.
Unshocked Deficit –
Master Normal –
Yoked Deficit –
ii
Variable shock Naltrex. Master + TrkB-IgG Deficit –
Variable shock BDNF Normal –
iii Variable shock Fixed Spaced Shock Normal –
iv Peripheral capsaicin Naltrex.
Unshocked Deficit EMR
Master Normal Normal
v Peripheral capsaicin Fixed spaced shock Normal Normal
→
→
Behavioral treatments have both a protective (A) and restorative (B) effect that reduces the learning deficit and EMR. Both the protective and the restorative effect of
instrumental training have been linked to the release of BDNF (ii). To assess the restorative effect of instrumental training (B: i, ii, iv), naltrexone (Naltrex.) was given
prior to training to block the expression of the learning deficit. Untested cells are indicated with a “–.”
untreated leg. As noted by Ferguson et al. (under review), inflam-
matory agents can induce peripheral effects that contribute to the
EMR observed on the ipsilateral leg. For this reason, the EMR
observed on the contralateral (untreated) leg is often viewed as a
purer measure inflammation-induced central sensitization. Given
this, it is informative that prior training with controllable shock
eliminated the EMR observed when subjects were tested on the
untreated leg, but had no effect on reactivity when subjects were
tested on the treated leg. A similar pattern was observed when
peripheral inflammation was induced with intradermal formalin
(Ferguson et al., under review). The next day, instrumental learn-
ing was tested using the untreated limb. Hook et al. (2008) found
that a high concentration of capsaicin induced a robust learn-
ing deficit. Prior training with controllable stimulation appeared
to lessen this deficit, but the effect was not robust. We reasoned
that a small effect may have been observed because capsaicin pro-
duced such a strong learning impairment (Figure 5). To evaluate
this possibility, we repeated the experiment using a lower concen-
tration of capsaicin (1%). Subjects that received capsaicin alone
(Unshk→ 1%) failed to learn when tested on the contralateral
leg 24 h later (Figure 7B). More importantly, prior training with
controllable shock (Train→ 1%) completely blocked the deficit.
Hook et al. (2008) then examined the converse issue, whether
training with controllable stimulation could restore the capacity
for learning if given after capsaicin treatment. Again, we faced a
dilemma, because our behavioral rehabilitation depends on the
capacity for learning, yet that was disrupted by capsaicin treat-
ment. If uncontrollable shock and inflammation impair learning
through a common mechanism, we should be able to block the
expression of the learning deficit by pretreating subjects with nal-
trexone. To test this, rats received an intradermal injection of
1% capsaicin or its vehicle. Six hours later, half the subjects in
each condition received an i.t. injection of naltrexone, followed
by 30 min of training with response-contingent shock applied to
the treated leg. We found that capsaicin induced a learning deficit
and that the expression of this deficit was blocked by naltrex-
one. Hook et al. (2008) then tested the subjects 24 h later with
response-contingent shock applied to the contralateral leg. We
found that training with controllable stimulation had a therapeu-
tic effect that restored the capacity for learning in capsaicin-treated
rats (Table 1Biv).
Our results demonstrate that training with controllable stimu-
lation induces a spinally mediated alteration that enables instru-
mental learning and exerts a protective effect that counters the
learning deficit induced by either uncontrollable stimulation or
peripheral inflammation.
NEURAL MECHANISMS
We next consider the neural mechanisms that underlie instru-
mental learning and its protective/restorative effect. The first key
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FIGURE 7 |Training with controllable shock attenuates the EMR and
learning deficit observed after peripheral capsaicin. (A) Spinally
transected rats received controllable shock (Master), uncontrollable shock
(Yoked) or nothing (Unshk). They then received an intradermal injection of
capsaicin (3%) or its vehicle into the paw of the pretreated leg. Mechanical
reactivity was tested using von Frey stimuli applied to the treated, or
untreated, leg. In vehicle treated rats, uncontrollable shock enhanced
reactivity on the treated leg. Capsaicin induced a robust bilateral EMR in
both the Yoked and Unshk groups. Training with controllable stimulation
(Master) eliminated the EMR observed on the contralateral (Untreated) leg.
(B) Transected rats received instrumental training (Train) or nothing (Unshk),
followed by a peripheral injection of capsaicin (1%) into the paw of the
same leg. The next day, rats were tested with response-contingent shock
applied to the contralateral leg. Untrained rats that received capsaicin
(Unshk→1%) failed to learn. Prior training with controllable shock
(Train→1%) eliminated this learning deficit. Adapted from Hook et al.
(2008).
question is: where does the learning occur? Liu et al. (2005)
addressed this issue using a combination of techniques. We began
by microinjecting fluorescent tracers (DiI and Fluoro-Gold) into
the tibialis anterior muscle, at the site and depth of the needle elec-
trode used to induce a flexion response. We found that the dyes
labeled motoneurons in the lower L4-L5 region, an area implicated
in the production of hind-limb stepping behavior (Nishimaru and
Kudo, 2000). Next, separate groups of T2 transected rats received
a slow infusion of lidocaine through an i.t. cannula positioned at
T10/11, L3/4, S2, or Co1. Using India ink, we showed that this
injection procedure impacted a region that extended approxi-
mately 0.1–0.2 cm rostral and 0.8–0.9 cm caudal to the cannula
tip. When lidocaine was slowly infused, it disrupted performance
when infused at L3-L4, but not at T10/11 or Co1 (with a partial
effect when given at S2).
Liu et al. (2005) then examined the impact of selective knife
cuts that transected the cord at different levels between L1 and
S1, reasoning that spinal learning should remain intact as long as
the knife cut is rostral to the essential circuit, while a transection
at the site of learning would have a disruptive effect. We found
that knife cuts between L1 and L4 had little effect on instrumental
learning and that a more caudal cut, at L6-S1, disrupted learning.
Finally, we combined a transection at L4 with a second more cau-
dal transection, at S2, S3, or Co1. Learning was observed when the
second transection occurred at S3 or lower, but not at S2, imply-
ing that the essential neural circuit lies between L4 and S3. These
experiments both localize the essential neural circuit and laid the
groundwork for future studies designed to identify the underlying
neurochemical systems.
Given that NMDA-mediated plasticity has been shown to play
an important role in a variety of learning phenomena (e.g., Morris
et al., 1986; Collingridge and Bliss,1987; Morris,1994), and the dis-
covery that spinal neurons support NMDAR-mediated plasticity
(Dickenson and Sullivan, 1987; Coderre et al., 1993), we exam-
ined whether spinally mediated instrumental learning depends
on the NMDAR. Using the competitive NMDAR antagonist AP5,
Joynes et al. (2004) showed that learning was disrupted in a dose-
dependent manner. Ferguson et al. (2006) subsequently extended
this observation, demonstrating that learning is also disrupted by
pretreatment with the non-competitive antagonist MK-801.
Further work showed that AP5 not only disrupts the acqui-
sition of spinal learning, it also undermines the maintenance of
instrumental behavior (Joynes et al., 2004). A similar outcome
was reported for another example of NMDAR-dependent plas-
ticity, wind-up (the enhancement in neural excitability observed
with repetitive electrophysiological stimulation at an intensity that
engages C-fibers; Mendell, 1966; Ma and Woolf, 1995). In this way,
spinally mediated forms of NMDAR-mediated plasticity appear
to differ from traditional preparations, such as hippocampal LTP,
where it is generally held that NMDAR-dependent plasticity con-
tributes to the induction, but not the maintenance, of LTP (Staubli
et al., 1989).
In collaboration with Fernando Gómez-Pinilla and Reggie
Edgerton (Gómez-Pinilla et al., 2007), we conducted cellular
assays that targeted genes implicated in plasticity. This study was
motivated, in part, by the hypothesis that controllable stimula-
tion might enable learning by engaging processes related to the
release of BDNF. Research suggested that BDNF is essential to
the development of LTP (Kang and Schuman, 1995; Patterson
et al., 1996; Bekinschtein et al., 2008) and that this neurotrophin
potentiates plasticity in spinal neurons (Heppenstall and Lewin,
2001; Baker-Herman et al., 2004; Zhou et al., 2008). To exam-
ine whether instrumental training affects the expression of BDNF,
spinally transected rats were given controllable shock (Master), an
equal amount of uncontrollable stimulation (Yoked), or nothing
(Unshocked). After training, the L4-S1 spinal cord was removed
and real-time RT-PCR was performed. We found that training with
controllable stimulation produced a significant increase in BDNF
mRNA expression, while uncontrollable stimulation produced a
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decrease (relative to the unshocked controls). Two down-stream
targets, calcium/calmodulin activated protein kinase II (CaMKII)
and the gene transcription factor cAMP-response element bind-
ing protein (CREB) showed the same pattern of results. We then
examined whether instrumental performance predicted mRNA
expression. Reasoning that expression may be most related to
performance during the learning phase, we computed the mean
response duration observed during the first 10 min of training.
Independent analyses revealed that BDNF, CaMKII, and CREB
were well-correlated with instrumental performance in master rats
(all r ’s> 0.93, p< 0.005). No significant relations were observed in
the yoked controls. In situ hybridization showed that training with
controllable shock enhanced BDNF mRNA expression throughout
the spinal central gray (Huie et al., 2012b). Protein assays (Western
blotting), showed that training with controllable shock increases
the expression of both BDNF and its receptor, the trypomyosin
receptor kinase TrkB. Immunohistochemical analyses revealed
that controllable stimulation enhances TrkB protein expression
within neurons of the dorsal horn (Figure 8), a modification that
may provide a form of synaptic tag (Lu et al., 2011).
Given that the production of new protein will require some
time, we hypothesized that the increase in BDNF and CaMKII
expression may mediate the consequences of training, rather
than instrumental learning per se. Supporting this, pretreatment
with either a BDNF inhibitor (TrkB-IgG) or a CaMKII inhibitor
(AIP) did not have a significant impact on instrumental learning
(Gómez-Pinilla et al., 2007). After training, we tested subjects on
the contralateral leg with a higher response criterion. As described
above, in the absence of pretraining, subjects could not learn. Pre-
trained rats were able to learn when tested with a higher response
criterion and this effect was blocked by pretreatment with either
TrkB-IgG or AIP. Further evidence that BDNF contributes to the
enabling effect was derived by administering BDNF (i.t.) prior
to testing with a high response criterion. As a positive control,
Gómez-Pinilla et al. (2007) also included a group that received
instrumental training instead of drug treatment. As usual, these
subjects were able to learn when tested with a higher criterion.
Pretreatment with BDNF (0.1–0.4µg i.t.) also enabled learning
and did so in a dose-dependent manner.
Huie et al. (2012b) then examined whether BDNF contributes
to the protective/restorative effect of instrumental training. To
evaluate whether BDNF was necessary to the protective effect,
subjects were given TrkB-IgG or its vehicle. Subjects then received
instrumental training, or nothing (Unshk), prior to 6 min of inter-
mittent tail-shock (Int Shk). The next day, subjects were tested on
the contralateral leg using the usual response criterion. In vehicle
treated rats, prior training with controllable stimulation blocked
the induction of the learning deficit. Pretreatment with TrkB-IgG
eliminated this protective effect (Figure 9A).
If instrumental learning has a protective effect because it
induces the release of BDNF, then i.t. BDNF should substitute
for instrumental training and inhibit the induction of the learning
deficit. To explore this possibility, Huie et al. (2012b) adminis-
tered a low dose of BDNF (0.4µg i.t.) or its vehicle 30 min before
they received 6 min of intermittent tail-shock (Int Shk). The next
day subjects were tested with response-contingent shock. As usual,
uncontrollable shock impaired learning. No learning impairment
FIGURE 8 | Controllable shock increasesTrkB expression within the
dorsal horn. (A) Number of cells labeled within the dorsal and ventral horn.
Master rats exhibited greater TrkB expression within dorsal horn on both
the treated (shocked; ipsilateral) and untreated side (contralateral). No
differences were observed within the ventral horn (*p<0.05). (B) Light
immunohistochemistry showed increased TrkB immunolabeling in the
dorsal horn of Master, but not Yoked, rats. Adapted from Huie et al. (2012b).
was observed in rats that received BDNF prior to uncontrollable
shock (Figure 9B).
Above we noted that exposure to uncontrollable stimulation
enhances tactile reactivity. Huie et al. (2012b) replicated this find-
ing and showed that pretreatment with BDNF also attenuates
shock-induced EMR (Figure 9C). This observation contrasts with
other studies that implicate BDNF in the induction of central sen-
sitization (Kerr et al., 1999; Garraway et al., 2003; Merighi et al.,
2008; Lu et al., 2009), a finding that suggests that BDNF should
have, if anything, enhanced EMR. This apparent discrepancy is
not an isolated instance. For example, Pezet et al. (2002) showed
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FIGURE 9 | Evidence BDNF contributes to the protective effect of
controllable stimulation. (A) Spinally transected rats received the BDNF
inhibitor TrkB-IgG (i.t.) or its vehicle, followed by instrumental training (Train)
or nothing (Unshk). Subjects then received variable intermittent tail-shock
(Int Shk). The next day, subjects were tested with response-contingent
shock applied to the previously untrained leg. Intermittent shock induced a
learning deficit in the untreated subjects (Vehicle→Unshk→ Int Shk). Prior
training with controllable shock (Vehicle→Train→ Int Shk) prevented the
learning deficit. Pretreatment with TrkB-IgG (TrkB-IgG→Train→Shk)
eliminated this protective effect. (B) Rats received BDNF (0.4µg, i.t.) or its
(Continued)
FIGURE 9 | Continued
vehicle and 30 min later variable intermittent tail-shock (Int Shk) or nothing.
Subjects were tested 24 h later. Vehicle treated rats that had received
intermittent shock (Vehicle→ Int Shk) failed to learn. Pretreatment with
BDNF (BDNF→ Int Shk) blocked the induction of this learning deficit. (C)
Spinally transected rats received BDNF (0.4µg, i.t.) or its vehicle followed
by 6 min of variable intermittent shock (Int Shock) to one hind leg or nothing
(Unshk). Mechanical reactivity was then tested using von Frey stimuli.
Because comparable results were observed on both the shocked and
unshocked leg, the data were collapsed across this variable. Intermittent
shock-induced EMR in vehicle treated rats, but not rats pretreated with
BDNF. Adapted from Huie et al. (2012b).
that treatment with BDNF can induce a thermal antinociception,
an effect they attributed to BDNF inhibiting (via a GABAergic
interneuron) substance P release within the dorsal horn. In a
model of neuropathic pain (spinal nerve ligation), Lever et al.
(2003) showed that i.t. BDNF attenuated the ligation-induced
thermal hyperalgesia. Nerve injury was associated with a reduction
in GABA, which was restored by BDNF treatment. In a similar vein,
Cejas et al. (2000) showed that application of BDNF secreting cells
a week after sciatic nerve injury attenuated both the injury-induced
mechanical allodynia and thermal hyperalgesia. Importantly, both
effects were observed for weeks after treatment. As noted in a
recent review (Merighi et al., 2008), there is also ample evidence
that BDNF can enhance pain. For example, Coull et al. (2005)
showed that a high dose of BDNF (20µg) can induce tactile allo-
dynia. Conversely, Kerr et al. (1999) reported that treatment with
TrkB-IgG attenuates the nociceptive responses elicited by intra-
plantar treatment with formalin or carrageenan. Similarly, mice
that are BDNF deficient in nociceptive neurons exhibit diminished
formalin-induced pain behavior (second phase) and attenuated
thermal hyperalgesia after carrageenan (Zhao et al., 2006). These
latter studies suggest that the induction of pain behavior after
peripheral inflammation depends on endogenous BDNF.
Brain-derived neurotrophic factor likely yields a wide range
of effects because it can influence neural processing within the
spinal cord in multiple ways. First, it can act postsynaptically to
enhance neural excitability through a NMDAR-mediated process.
This action has been observed within nociceptive neurons in lam-
ina II (Garraway et al., 2003) and in motoneurons of the ventral
horn (Arvanian and Mendell, 2001). When coupled with response-
contingent stimulation, we assume that this type of mechanism
contributes to the BDNF-dependent enabling of instrumental
learning (Gómez-Pinilla et al., 2007). Second, BDNF can act presy-
naptically to inhibit transmitter release, and this effect too has been
observed within both the dorsal (Pezet et al., 2002) and ventral
(Arvanian and Mendell, 2001) spinal cord. As noted above, this
inhibitory effect has been attributed to a BDNF-dependent acti-
vation of GABAergic interneurons (Pezet et al., 2002). Given these
observations, we suggest that the outcome observed depends upon
at least three factors: (1) the dose of BDNF used [low concentra-
tions appear to have an antinociceptive effect (Miki et al., 2000;
Huie et al., 2012b) while a high concentration can enhance pain
behavior (Miki et al., 2000; Coull et al., 2005)]; (2) the model of
pain behavior employed; and (3) whether subjects have received
a spinal injury (Garraway and Mendell, 2007). The third variable
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may be especially important because injury releases spinal mecha-
nisms from sources of tonic inhibition (e.g., 5-HT), can alter levels
of GABA, and increase the intracellular levels of Cl− which can
cause GABA to have a depolarizing effect (Millan, 2002; Diaz-Ruiz
et al., 2007; Gwak and Hulsebosch, 2011). In this compromised
state, we posit that BDNF may generally benefit spinal function,
to curb over-excitation and promote adaptive plasticity.
A final complexity stems for the realization that the precursor
(proBDNF) to the mature form of BDNF (mBDNF) is biologi-
cally active and can induce cellular effects that are antagonist to
the action of mBDNF (Bothwell, 1996; Lee et al., 2001; Lu et al.,
2005; Cunha et al., 2010), leading others to suggest a yin-yang
model of proBDNF-mBDNF function (Lu et al., 2005). Though
speculative, it is possible that the opposing effects of controllable
and uncontrollable are related to the relative balance of proBDNF
to mBDNF. At the least, some caution is warranted in clinical
applications, because a physiological manipulation designed to
increase BDNF protein expression could inadvertently lead to a
maladaptive outcome if the conversion of proBDNF to mBDNF is
down-regulated.
Huie et al. (2012b) also asked whether BDNF release plays
an essential role in the therapeutic effect of controllable shock.
Subjects were given 6 min of non-contingent tail-shock. To tem-
porarily block the expression of the learning deficit, all subjects
then received an i.t. injection of naltrexone. To examine whether
the therapeutic effect of training depends on BDNF, half the sub-
jects also received the BDNF inhibitor TrkB-IgG. Finally, half the
subjects in each drug condition received 30 min of training with
response-contingent shock. The next day, subjects were tested for
30 min with response-contingent shock applied to the contralat-
eral leg. As usual, uncontrollable shock impaired learning. Subjects
that received 30 min of instrumental training after uncontrollable
shock did not exhibit a learning deficit and this therapeutic effect of
training was blocked by pretreatment with TrkB-IgG (Table 1Bii).
Interestingly, a follow-up experiment showed that administering
TrkB-IgG after instrumental training also blocked the therapeutic
effect of training, suggesting that higher levels of BDNF must be
maintained after training for it to have a lasting effect.
If training has a therapeutic effect because it increases BDNF
release, then administration of BDNF should substitute for instru-
mental training and restore the capacity for learning. Huie
et al. (2012b) examined this issue in two ways. In both experi-
ments, subjects received uncontrollable tail-shock and were tested
with response-contingent shock 24 h later. In the first experi-
ment, BDNF was administered immediately after subjects received
uncontrollable shock. In the second experiment, BDNF was given
the next day, 30 min before testing. In both cases, BDNF treatment
eliminated the learning deficit, suggesting that this neurotrophin
can both reverse, and restore, the capacity for learning.
In summary, we have shown that instrumental learning
depends on neurons that lie within the L4-S2 spinal tissue. Learn-
ing depends on a form NMDAR-mediated plasticity and engages
the expression of a number of plasticity related genes, including
BDNF, CaMKII, and CREB. We further showed that training with
controllable stimulation increases the expression of both BDNF
and its receptor, TrkB. The latter effect was localized to the dorsal
horn. Finally, evidence was presented that the beneficial/restorative
effect of instrumental training is related to the release of BDNF;
a BDNF inhibitor (TrkB-IgG) blocked the protective/therapeutic
effect of instrumental training and i.t. administration of BDNF
substituted for instrumental training to both prevent, and reverse,
the learning deficit.
PREDICTABILITY
Our focus has been on behavioral control and how it can engage
an adaptive, BDNF-dependent, process that exerts a protec-
tive/restorative effect. Recently, Baumbauer et al. (2008, 2009a)
discovered that temporal predictability can have a similar effect
and may do so using some of the same neurobiological mecha-
nisms. The original aim of these experiments was to identify the
stimulus conditions that produce a learning deficit. Using elec-
trophysiological stimulation of the sciatic nerve, Baumbauer et al.
(2008) showed that 180 shocks at 0.5 Hz (an ISI of 2′′) produces
a deficit when shock intensity is increased to a level that engages
C-fibers. Moreover, stimulation induced a deficit independent of
whether it occurred in a variable (0.2–3.8 s apart, rectangular dis-
tribution) or regular (fixed spaced) manner. What was surprising
is that, when shock number was increased fivefold (900 shocks),
only variable shock impaired subsequent learning. Because we had
previously shown that 180 fixed spaced shocks induce a deficit, the
fact 900 fixed spaced shocks does not implies that the additional
(720) stimuli engaged a restorative process that eliminated the
learning deficit.
In a subsequent paper, Baumbauer et al. (2009a) showed that
an extended exposure [24–30 min (720+ shocks)] to fixed spaced
shock has a protective/restorative effect that parallels the benefi-
cial effect of instrumental control (see Tables 1iii,v). Specifically,
we found that 720 fixed spaced shocks given before, or after, 180
variably spaced shocks eliminates the learning deficit. Likewise,
the learning deficit and EMR induced by peripheral capsaicin was
attenuated by exposure to fixed spaced shock (Baumbauer et al.,
2010; Baumbauer and Grau, 2011).
Other studies showed that an extended exposure to fixed spaced
shock has a lasting protective effect that prevents the induction
of the learning deficit by variably spaced shock given 24 h later
(Baumbauer et al., 2009a). Rats given the NMDA antagonist MK-
801 prior to fixed spaced stimulation do not exhibit the protective
effect 24 h later, when challenged with variably spaced shock. The
long-term protective effect is also eliminated by administering
the protein synthesis inhibitor cycloheximide immediately after
exposure to fixed spaced shock. Like behavioral control, pretreat-
ment with the BDNF inhibitor TrkB-IgG eliminated the protective
effect.
The observation that fixed and variably spaced shock have
divergent effects on spinal function suggests that they are somehow
discriminated; that introducing a regular (predictable) temporal
relation engages distinct neural processes. Here, we need not take
a stand on whether this discrimination involves a sensory filter
or a central integrative process, possibly linked to the central pat-
tern generator (CPG) assumed to organize stepping (Grillner and
Wallen, 1985). What is important for present purposes is that
the results imply that the consequences of intermittent stimu-
lation depend on both controllability and predictability: control-
lable/predictable stimulation engages a BDNF-dependent process
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that appears to have a protective/restorative effect whereas uncon-
trollable/unpredictable stimulation engages processes that inhibit
learning and enhance mechanical reactivity.
The fact that the long-term consequences of fixed spaced stim-
ulation require extended training, are NMDA-dependent, and
involve protein synthesis, suggests that a kind of learning may
be engaged. In intact animals, there is ample evidence that elapsed
time can act as a Pavlovian CS and, with a regularly presented US,
elicit a CR that is timed to the occurrence of the US (temporal
conditioning). This type of learning may underlie the fixed spaced
shock effects described by Baumbauer et al. (2008, 2009a) and
Baumbauer and Grau (2011).
In terms of clinical application, fixed spaced stimulation may
provide an attractive alternative in situations where institut-
ing behavioral control is not possible. There is a caveat, how-
ever, because far more training is needed to establish the fixed
spaced shock effect; whereas the behavioral effects of control-
lable stimulation are evident within minutes of training (with
fewer than 180 shocks), the beneficial effect of fixed spaced shock
only emerges after extended training (e.g., 720 stimulus pre-
sentations or more). The spinal learning system appears to be
better equipped (biologically prepared) to learn about behav-
ioral controllability (i.e., contingent vs. non-contingent stimula-
tion) than to learn about temporal predictability (i.e., fixed-space
stimulation).
CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS
We have begun to explore some of the clinical implications of
our work and have shown that the same shock schedule (6 min of
intermittent tail-shock) that impairs spinal plasticity also disrupts
recovery after a contusion injury (Grau et al., 2004). A key question
is whether this effect is also modulated by instrumental control.
To explore this possibility, we administered a moderate contu-
sion injury in the lower thoracic region. The next day, master rats
received 30 min of response-contingent leg-shock (Master), while
yoked subjects received an equal amount of shock given inde-
pendent of leg position. A third group served as the unshocked
controls. These treatments were repeated the next day and locomo-
tor recovery was monitored over the next 6 weeks. We found that
uncontrollable stimulation impaired recovery (Figure 10). Master
subjects, that received the same amount of shock but could con-
trol its presentation, exhibited normal recovery. Thus, introducing
instrumental control can blunt the adverse effect of nociceptive
stimulation.
Other recent data suggest that the adverse effect of uncontrol-
lable stimulation may be related to a down-regulation of BDNF. In
these studies, rats again received a moderate contusion injury and
uncontrollable shock 24 h later (Garraway et al., 2011). A day after
shock treatment, subjects exhibited a decrease in BDNF mRNA
and protein expression within the dorsal horn. Shock also down-
regulated TrkB and CaMKII protein within the dorsal, but not the
ventral, cord.
These observations suggest that our work using spinally tran-
sected rats has implications for recovery after a contusion injury.
Our hope is to show that introducing instrumental control not
only counters the effect of nociceptive stimulation, but also
engages a BDNF-dependent process that promotes recovery. We
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FIGURE 10 | Only uncontrollable stimulation impairs recovery after a
contusion injury. Rats received a moderate contusion injury and, 24 h later,
30 min of training with controllable shock (Master). Other groups received
shock independent of leg position (Yoked) or nothing (Unshk). These
treatments were repeated the next day and locomotor recovery was
monitored for the next 6 weeks using a modified version of the BBB
locomotor scale (Basso et al., 1995; Ferguson et al., 2004). Exposure to
uncontrollable shock (Yoked) impaired recovery. Nociceptive stimulation had
no adverse effect when it was given in a controllable manner (Master).
Adapted from Grau et al. (2004).
suspect that demonstrating such an effect will require training
parameters that minimize the unconditioned (unlearned) adverse
effects of nociceptive stimulation. Accomplishing this may require
a procedure in which shock intensity is titrated downward to the
lowest level that supports learning.
Learning-like adaptations also impact stepping after injury
(Edgerton et al., 2004). A particularly good example of this was
reported by Edgerton et al. (1997), who showed that spinally
transected animals can exhibit a training-induced alteration in
hind-limb stepping. After subjects were trained to step on a tread-
mill, an obstacle was introduced – a bar that one paw struck during
the swing phase. Over time, subjects exhibited a stronger flexion
response during the swing phase, which reduced the force with
which the paw hit the bar. Here too, the onset of a biologically
significant stimulus (hitting the bar), in the presence of cues that
signal a particular leg position, engenders a change in on-going
behavior. Conversely, stand training appears to induce an effect
that inhibits learning; rats that received 7 weeks of stand train-
ing exhibit impaired learning on a spinally mediated instrumental
learning task (Bigbee et al., 2007). Our work also fits nicely with
studies demonstrating that up-regulating BDNF expression can
promote locomotor behavior in spinally transected rats (Boyce
et al., 2007, 2012).
As discussed in Hook and Grau (2007), learning can also
contribute to the behavioral changes elicited by the functional
electrical stimulation (FES) used to prevent foot drop and/or
muscle atrophy. Importantly, the stimulation used in FES is gen-
erally applied in a response-contingent manner (e.g., to drive
cycling). Our work suggests that, if it was not, the stimulation
could adversely affect spinal function.
Finally, Harkema et al. (2011) found that coupling epidural
stimulation of the L5-S1 region with sensory stimulation related
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to bilateral extension and loading fostered standing behavior in
a paraplegic patient (Harkema et al., 2011). In addition, when
combined with task-specific sensory cues, epidural stimulation
generated locomotor-like behavior. The researchers hypothesized
that the stimulation was effective because it engaged populations
of interneurons that integrate load-bearing related propriocep-
tive input to coordinate motor pool activity, and thereby enables
use-dependent plasticity.
A SUMMARY MODEL
We have provided evidence that spinal neurons are sensitive to
response-outcome relations and that this learning has a lasting
effect, demonstrating that training with controllable stimulation
enables learning whereas training with uncontrollable stimula-
tion has a disabling effect that inhibits learning. We have further
shown that these effects depend on NMDAR-dependent alter-
ations within the spinal cord and that both effects have a general
impact on plasticity. As discussed in Ferguson et al. (under review),
because these effects concern factors that regulate the plastic-
ity of plasticity, they can be considered forms of metaplasticity
(Abraham and Bear, 1996).
Our behavioral analysis sought to both clarify the nature of
the learning and its relevance to rehabilitation and suggested that
the key events are tied to the onset of nociceptive stimulation.
Based on this observation, we suggested that the detection of con-
trol must be linked to proprioceptive signals and hypothesized
that the system is biased in favor of control. This process can be
envisioned as a kind of physiological gate, in which the relation-
ship between the nociceptive stimulus and proprioceptive signals
determines how stimulation affects spinal systems (Figure 11).
If the nociceptive signal is tied to a particular proprioceptive
signal (controllable), it engages an adaptive behavioral response
(that reduces net exposure to the nociceptive signal) and enlists
down-stream (BDNF-dependent) processes that exert a protec-
tive/restorative effect. If the stimulus occurs in a manner that
is unrelated to a particular proprioceptive cue (uncontrollable),
it engages an opponent-like process that inhibits new learning,
induces EMR, and impairs recovery. The induction and expres-
sion of this deficit has been linked to a GABA-dependent process.
Opioids and NMDAR/mGluR-mediated plasticity have also been
shown to play a role. Finally, evidence suggests that in uninjured
subjects descending 5-HT systems exert a protective effect that acts
to counter the adverse effect of uncontrollable stimulation. Within
this hypothetical system, NMDAR-mediated plasticity could con-
tribute to long-term retention in a variety of ways. One possibility
is that it acts as a kind of latch, locking the hypothetical gate in
one mode or the other.
The model illustrated in Figure 11 was designed to illustrate the
functional relations that underlie spinally mediated learning and
how this affects nociceptive processing. The aim was to describe a
system that could provide an interface between clinical application
and the analysis of the underlying neurobiological mechanisms.
While we believe that the switching metaphor provides a useful
heuristic, it should be recognized that many details remain to be
specified. Further, in seeking parsimony, we have likely consol-
idated functions that are mediated by distinct neuroanatomical
systems. For example, we assume that abstracting the relation
between proprioceptive and nociceptive inputs requires a form
of neural convergence and reflects a local effect. Where might this
convergence occur? Proprioceptive afferents that carry informa-
tion regarding muscle length/velocity (A-alpha fibers) project to
lamina VI, as well as deeper laminae (Watson et al., 2008). Nocicep-
tive fibers (A-delta and C) project to laminae I and II. In addition,
lamina V receives input from A-delta fibers and polysynaptic
inputs from C-fibers. These anatomical considerations suggest
that the abstraction of the response-outcome (proprioceptive-
nociceptive) relation may occur in laminae V/VI. Alternatively,
an interneuronal projection could relay proprioceptive signals to
regions within the superficial dorsal horn that receive nociceptive
input.
While we assume that learning the relation between a particular
leg position and the onset of a nociceptive stimulus is mediated
by a local interaction, our results suggest that some consequences
of this learning have a more general effect that promotes learn-
ing and counters the adverse effects of uncontrollable stimulation.
We have shown that this process depends on an up-regulation
of BDNF and in situ hybridization suggests that BDNF mRNA
expression is diffusely increased throughout both the dorsal and
ventral horn (Huie et al., 2012b). Likewise, the consequences of
uncontrollable stimulation have been likened to the induction of
a diffuse state of over-excitation that generally saturates plasticity
and enhances mechanical reactivity (Ferguson et al., 2006). This
diffuse state has been tied to a GABA-dependent process and the
cytokine TNF-alpha (Ferguson et al., 2003; Huie et al., 2012a).
Thus, while we illustrate the consequences of these processes on a
local effect (influencing the state of the hypothetical gate), we envi-
sion the metaplastic effects as having a more global influence on
neural processing that extends across multiple laminae. Further,
distinct components of the nociceptive signal may be important
for learning and the induction of the learning deficit. Because
learning depends on strong R-O contiguity, fast (myelinated) A-
delta fiber input may be critical to abstracting the relation between
proprioceptive and nociceptive inputs. At the same time, research
indicates that C-fiber input is essential to the induction of the
learning deficit (Baumbauer et al., 2008, 2009b).
Two additional details that need to be elucidated concern the
mechanisms that underlie the dissemination of the metaplastic
effects and the role of GABA. Our behavioral and cellular stud-
ies suggest that controllable/uncontrollable stimulation can affect
neural processing of afferent signals from remote dermatomes.
What process allows the functional spread of the cellular effect
across distinct regions of the spinal cord? One possibility is that a
cytokine (e.g., TNF-alpha) released from glia has a diffuse effect
(Huie et al., 2012a; Vichaya et al., 2009). A second, and poten-
tially related, question concerns the role of GABA. While it is
clear that a GABA-dependent process can disrupt learning, it is
not clear whether this is due to neural inhibition or a paradox-
ical excitatory effect linked to an injury-induced shift in intra-
cellular chloride levels that causes GABA to have depolarizing
effect (which could contribute to the saturation of NMDAR-
mediated plasticity; Diaz-Ruiz et al., 2007; Gwak and Hulsebosch,
2011).
Our model is consistent with an emerging view of motor func-
tion. Postural control and adaptation to changing loads requires
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FIGURE 11 | A model of the processes that underlie the spinal
consequences of controllable versus uncontrollable stimulation. It is
assumed that proprioceptive signals provide an indication of current limb
position and that the system is biologically prepared to detect the
relationship between this cue and the onset of a nociceptive stimulus
(preparedness is represented by initial position of the nociceptive input,
which is tilted in favor of behavioral control). When a relation is detected, the
stimulation is encoded as controllable. This process promotes adaptive
behavior (e.g., an increase in response duration), enables learning, prevents
and reverses the learning deficit, attenuates the allodynia elicited by
uncontrollable shock or peripheral inflammation, and prevents nociceptive
stimulation from adversely affecting recovery. Findings reported above
suggest that these adaptive processes are linked to BDNF (blue), which
could enable learning and attenuate the consequences of uncontrollable
stimulation by biasing the gate in favor of controllability. Uncontrollable
stimulation appears to have the opposite effect, engaging a process (red)
that inhibits learning, induces allodynia, and undermines recovery after a
contusion injury. Psychologically, these maladaptive effects could lead to
enhanced (neuropathic) pain. GABAergic systems have been shown to play
an important role in both the induction and expression of the learning deficit
(Ferguson et al., 2003). Recent data also implicate the cytokine TNF-alpha
(Huie et al., 2012a). For both controllable and uncontrollable stimulation,
NMDAR-mediated plasticity may provide a kind of physiological latch that
maintains these states over time, yielding a form of metaplasticity that
enables (controllable) or disables (uncontrollable) adaptive learning. In the
uninjured state, descending serotonergic (5-HT) systems (green) counter the
effects of uncontrollable stimulation, which we assume helps to maintain the
default state (biased in favor of adaptive plasticity).
an internal model of limb dynamics that encodes proprioceptive
information (Windhorst, 2007). Researchers have traditionally
assumed that this model is mediated by supraspinal structures.
However, data collected over the last 20 years has shown that spinal
mechanisms can organize well-behaved dynamic limb movements
in the absence of input from the brain. Given this, Windhorst
(2007) has suggested that spinal systems must also build/maintain
a motor map that is linked to proprioceptive/cutaneous input.
It is further suggested that learning can occur within this sys-
tem through a form of back-propagation in the dendritic tree of
motoneurons, which could support NMDAR-dependent/Hebbian
synaptic plasticity. From our view, the dynamic updating of an
internal map could be seen as a form of instrumental learning.
It is also recognized that the model described above incorpo-
rates features of the gate control theory of pain (Melzack and Wall,
1965), which proposed that non-nociceptive input conducted by
large myelinated fibers can inhibit pain. Our proposal extends this
view by suggesting nociceptive inputs can also be modulated by
proprioceptive cues. We further suggest that the consequences of
non-nociceptive input will depend upon whether it is correlated
with the onset of nociceptive stimulation. We also propose that the
gate can be latched in one state or the other, providing a kind of
sensory memory that will influence how subsequent nociceptive
stimuli are processed.
Our research shows that procedures and constructs derived
from the field of learning can help us understand how spinal
neurons process neural signals. Our behavioral analyses uncovered
the events that support learning and thereby shifted our view of
how response-contingent stimulation is encoded, to see behavioral
control as a form of sensor processing. Behavioral analyses fur-
ther revealed how factors such as controllability and predictability
can engage modulatory (metaplastic) effects that regulate adapt-
ability and the development/maintenance of central sensitization.
Our behavioral observations were reinforced by neurobiologi-
cal studies that linked these effects to the neurotrophin BDNF
and NMDAR-mediated plasticity. The studies suggest that behav-
ioral factors can determine whether nociceptive signals lead to
neuropathic pain and adversely affect recovery.
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